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Abstract: The merger of conformationally flexible macromolecules with the programmed selfassembly of metal-organic cages (MOCs) has enabled the design of hybrid polymer networks
with properties that cannot be replicated in traditional gels/elastomers or crystalline frameworks
alone. Herein, we report a new class of supramolecular polymer metal-organic cage (polyMOC)
gels based on the assembly of Cu24L24 cuboctahedra. Leveraging the modularity of their high
branch functionality junctions, and the photoredox chemistry of Cu(II) paddlewheel complexes,
we demonstrate how these polyMOCs can be reversibly photoswitched between three oxidation
states (Cu(II), Cu(I), and Cu(0)) that each give rise to unique mechanical, optical, and catalytic
properties: the Cu(II) state is a high branch functionality, robust polyMOC with fast network
dynamics, the Cu(I) state is a catalytically active fluid, and the Cu(0) state generates a copper
suspension that can deposit metallic films. Reversible switching between these states allows their
individual properties to be combined in a spatiotemporally patterned multi-material to achieve
unprecedented functions. For example, extrusion of the Cu(II) polyMOC in the presence of
polymeric azides and alkynes, where the mechanically robust polyMOC serves to hold the
solution of azides and alkynes in a printed shape, followed by photoswitching to the Cu(I) state
and subsequent re-oxidation provides 3D-printed MOC-interpenetrating networks (MINs) with
>100-fold enhanced toughness compared to either parent network. Such complex functions,
which cannot be accessed in traditional polymer networks, arise from synergistic interactions
between three independent and reversible material states, highlighting the unique capabilities of
state-switchable polyMOCs.
Keywords: Gels, State-switching, Multi-material, PolyMOCs, stimuli responsive
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Introduction: Unlike traditional synthetic materials, biological materials are active chemical
systems in which molecular-level responses lead to reversible switching between multiple states,
resulting in adaptive properties that exceed the limitations of their abiological counterparts. For
example, during the healing of a fractured bone, a soft hematoma provides initial structure
supporting the growth of spongy bone and new vasculature, which in turn enables further
calcification and ultimately returns the material (bone) to its initial state. 1 Inspiration from
biological tissues has led to the advent of many advanced synthetic material properties such as
self-healing and enhanced toughness.2–5 To achieve these properties on demand, materials
chemists have relied on the incorporation of dynamic bonds that can be controlled through a
specific external stimulus (e.g., light, force, heat, electricity) to give rise to a host of novel
“stimuli-responsive” materials with properties that could be altered to achieve a desired
function.5–20

These dynamic bonds, however, are often binarily actuated by this stimulus,

resulting in two-state materials that return to the initial state upon the removal of the stimulus.
Recently, a new concept has emerged for polymer network design wherein supramolecular
interactions are leveraged to produce materials that reversibly switch topological structure in
response to a given set of stimuli and that are subsequently stable in each state upon removal of
the stimulus.21,22 For example, by using photo-switchable dithienylethene-based polymer ligands
to link Pd-based metal-organic cages (MOCs), a “polyMOC” material capable of alternating
between Pd3L6 and Pd24L48 topological states with different static and dynamic mechanical
properties was reported.22 Nevertheless, the scope of accessible properties with two-state
switchable materials is limited and leveraging topologically switchable materials to control
advanced properties such as catalysis in a single state has not yet been demonstrated.
Seeking to find a new supramolecular system that is capable of achieving several
complementary and useful states, we hypothesized that leveraging a photo-redox process in a
polyMOC could allow access to several oxidation states where, in each state, a diverse range of
chemical and physical properties would be available. We identified the photoswitchable redox
states of Cu(II)-based MOCs as a promising starting point. 23 Despite the fact there are examples
of copper based polyMOCs used in the dry state for gas sorption. 24,25 such assemblies have not, to
our knowledge, been used to generate copper-based dynamic polyMOC gels that can be
leveraged for applications such as catalysis, additive manufacturing, etc. Herein, we introduce
polyMOC gels derived from Cu(II) and polymer strands with m-benzenedicarboxylate (m-BDC
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= L) termini (e.g., PL, Fig. 1a). A combination of small/wide-angle X-ray scattering
(SAXS/WAXS), UV-vis absorption, rheology, and simulation experiments supported a polyMOC
network structure composed of high branch functionality MOC junctions interconnected by
flexible polymer strands. In particular, the high branch functionality of these polyMOCs leads to
mechanically robust materials with MOC junctions that can be modularly functionalized without
impacting the mechanical properties of the material. Leveraging this unique aspect of the
polyMOC topology,26 we demonstrate the installation of coumarin-based m-BDC ligands (CL)
that, in the presence of a photosensitizer and a hydrogen atom donor, facilitate controlled
reduction of the Cu centers within the MOC junctions of the material, thereby enabling
photoswitching between three distinct redox states (Cu(II), Cu(I), and Cu(0)) that each display
dramatically different mechanical, optical, catalytic, and electronic properties (Fig. 1b). The
mechanism of this unprecedented three-state photoswitching process within a polyMOC is
studied using a range of control experiments and density functional theory calculations, which
highlight the key role of the polyMOC topology. We utilize this material to introduce a
fundamentally new way to form interpenetrating networks, in this case a “metal-organic cage
interpenetrating networks” (MINs), by leveraging the Cu(I) polyMOC functional state to
catalyze the formation of a covalent network and subsequent switching back to the Cu(II) state to
reform a polyMOC. The resulting MIN has >100-fold increased toughness compared to the
polyMOC and the covalent network alone. Moreover, because this process is photoinduced, we
can leverage the mechanical robustness and dynamics of the polyMOC to 3D pattern and print
MINs of arbitrary shape, addressing a major challenge in the field of 3D printing of gels. This
work significantly expands the scope of polyMOCs and their photochemistry, as well as the
emerging paradigm of state-switchable materials, showing for the first time how the properties of
three states can be leveraged within one material to achieve complex functions similar to
biological materials.
Results and Discussion. Though we have previously established that star polymers with
bispyridyl termini, when combined with small molecule bispyridyl ligands, enable the synthesis
of robust, defect-tolerant Pd-based polyMOCs,26,27 there are no analogous examples of using this
concept for the formation of Cu-based polymer networks. Thus, we first focused on the synthesis
and properties of Cu-based polyMOCs lacking photochemically active junctions as a proof-ofconcept. When PL was combined with m-BDC in a 1:3 ratio with respect to m-BDC groups
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(each PL contributes 4 m-BDC groups) and mixed with a dimethylformamide (DMF) solution of
Cu(II) acetate (Note: 5.3 wt. % polymer was used for these studies; polymer concentrations as
low as 2 wt. %, however, still formed robust gels) (Fig. 2a). Gelation occurred immediately;
annealing for 4 h at 60 °C provided a translucent blue gel (s-Gel) with a maximum absorption
(λmax) at 724 nm (Fig. 2b), which is diagnostic of the paddlewheel complexes in the desired mBDC-based Cu24L24 MOCs.28 The small- and wide-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS/WAXS) curve
(Fig. 2c) for s-Gel displayed two peaks: one in the high q region (0.47 Å-1) that corresponds to
the form factor of a ~2.7 nm spherical particle, which agrees well with the size of the
cuboctahedral Cu24L24 MOC,29 and a broad peak at low q (~0.07 Å-1) that provides the average
distance between the MOC junctions (~9 nm; see supplemental text section I for details). These
two peaks, which are unique to the spherical shape of the MOC and the predictable inter-MOC
distance within the network, respectively, are strong indicators of the presence of nanoscale
MOCs within the material. In oscillatory rheology frequency sweep studies, s-Gel behaved as an
elastic solid (G′ > G′′) at all measured frequencies (0.1 to 100 rad/s) with G′ = 6.6 kPa @ 10
rad/s (Fig. 2d). This modulus value is consistent with the presence of high branch functionality
junctions as expected for the proposed polyMOC structure. Cu 24L24 MOCs are known to undergo
rapid ligand exchange in solution,28,30 which in the case of s-Gel could provide a mechanism for
stress relaxation. Indeed, s-Gel relaxes stress (Fig. 2e) with a characteristic relaxation time (τ) of
132 ± 5 s at room temperature, which is ~100-fold less than previously reported polyMOCs with
cuboctahedral Pd12L24 MOC junctions at 55 °C.26 As expected given its highly dynamic nature, sGel can readily heal when damaged (Fig. 2f). In addition to these studies using star polymer PL,
we note that m-BDC-terminated linear polymers also formed robust Cu24L24 polyMOCs with
similar properties to s-Gel (supplemental text section II, Fig. S1-S2), suggesting that the MOC
junctions of s-Gel are serving as cross-linkers in addition to PL. Such a result would not be
possible with small paddlewheel clusters, thus strongly motivating the use of high junction
functionality MOCs to obtain mechanically robust materials. These findings are further
supported by simulations of networks of four-arm star polymers (e.g., PL) and model Cu24L24
MOCs, which reveal that a significant fraction of the arms of each PL ligand are bridging across
two different Cu24L24 MOCs to provide a high crosslinking density (Fig. S3).
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The photo-induced reduction of Cu(II) complexes in the presence of benzophenone and
hydrogen donors is well-known.31–34 Recently, Park and coworkers23 applied this strategy to the
photoreduction of Cu24m-BDC24 MOCs bearing exohedral coumarin ligands, the latter of which
were required for accessing the Cu(I) state in a controlled manner (as opposed to rapid reduction
to Cu(0)). A distinguishing feature of polyMOCs is their ability to be modularly functionalized
by the addition of small molecule ligands 26 into the network junctions without affecting their
mechanical properties, which is not possible in traditional supramolecular networks based on
point metal-ligand complexes as junctions. Here, we leverage this capability for the installation
of coumarin-based m-BDC into the junctions of s-Gel (providing “c-Gel”), enabling controlled
photoreduction of the network junctions from Cu(II) to Cu(I). It was hypothesized that such a
photoreduction would disrupt the paddlewheel complexes within these Cu 24L24 MOCs and induce
a corresponding change in the network topology. Density functional theory (DFT) calculations of
a model bis-Cu(II) paddlewheel complex supported this hypothesis (Fig. S4). Moreover,
selective access to a catalytically active species (here, Cu(I)) could enable the chemical
remodeling of the material in a way that creates new multi-material properties, for example
through the polymerization of polymeric azides and alkynes (vide infra).
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To prepare coumarin functionalized Cu24L24 polyMOCs (c-Gel), PL was combined with
CL

23

in a 1:3 ratio with respect to m-BDC groups and Cu(II) acetate (6.6 wt. % polymer) (Fig.

1). Park and coworkers23 reported on the use of a mixture of benzophenone, N,Ndimethylformamide, and methanol or THF to achieve controlled photoreduction of discrete
coumarin-based MOCs in solution. Searching for conditions to achieve a similar photoreduction
in the context of materials, where solvent evaporation and long-term storage stability are
concerns, we screened several alternatives and identified ethyl-4-(dimethylamino)benzoate
(EDMAB) as a suitable H-donor to achieve, in combination with benzophenone, controlled
photoreduction of our polyMOCs. Thus, EDMAB (3 equiv relative to Cu) and benzophenone
(0.5 equiv relative to Cu) were added and the mixture was annealed for 4 h at 60 °C. The
resulting material, c-Gel, displayed the characteristic λmax = 724 nm of Cu(II) paddlewheel
complexes (Fig. 3a) while the SAXS/WAXS (Fig. 3b) and frequency sweep rheology (Fig. 3c)
results were similar to those of s-Gel, suggesting that, as expected for the unique high branch
functionality polyMOC topology, coumarin incorporation and the presence of EDMAB and
benzophenone have little effect on the structure and topology of the polyMOC network.
Strikingly, when c-Gel was exposed to 368 nm light (FL8BLB-368 8W bulb) under N 2
atmosphere, it converted over the course of 2 h into a transparent green liquid (Fig. 3d). This
solid-to-liquid phase transition along with disappearance of the 724 nm absorbance peak (red
line, Fig. 3a) are consistent with photoinduced reduction of the Cu(II) polyMOC to a primarily
Cu(I) state. The material was stable in this state indefinitely under N 2 atmosphere, while
exposure to 368 nm light for an additional 2 h produced an opaque brown liquid (Fig. 3a) with
λmax = 580 nm (grey line, Fig. 3a), which is consistent with the formation of Cu(0) 35. Once again,
the material was indefinitely stable in this state under N 2 atmosphere. Exposing either the
primarily Cu(I) or Cu(0) solutions to ambient air, however, led to their slow conversion back to
Cu(II) c-Gel with λmax = 724 nm (blue line, Fig. 3a; Fig. 3d, supplementary video S1), an
identical SAXS/WAXS profile (red line, Fig. 3b), and a similar G′ value compared to c-Gel (red
line, Fig. 3c) (10.3 kPa vs 13.1 kPa @ 10 rad/s before and after photoreduction/re-oxidation,
respectively; the increase in G′ is attributed to solvent evaporation during the re-oxidation
process). This switching between the primarily Cu(II), Cu(I), Cu(0) and back to Cu(II) states was
repeated for 4 cycles without the addition of any new reagents, which corresponds to 12 separate
state transformations for a single sample (Fig. 3d). We note that the photoreduction required a
7

longer irradiation time with subsequent cycles (~4 h for the fourth cycle compared to ~2 h for the
first cycle) likely due to the consumption of EDMAB during each photoreduction step; more
EDMAB can be added to the material to enable further switching if desired.
To investigate the roles of benzophenone and coumarin in this system, a sample of s-Gel
(Fig. 2a, lacking coumarin ligand CL) was prepared in the presence of benzophenone and
EDMAB and irradiated with 368 nm light. Regardless of the light intensity used, the material
immediately converted to a brown fluid indicative of the Cu(0) state, confirming that coumarin is
necessary for controlled access to the Cu(I) state (Fig. S5). In addition, when c-Gel (with
coumarin) was irradiated for 24 h in the absence of benzophenone, no detectable changes were
observed, which suggests that direct photoexcitation of coumarin does not induce to Cu(II)
reduction (Fig. S6). Finally, when coumarin is not covalently attached to the MOC and is simply
added into solution the material rapidly reduces directly to Cu(0). To rationalize these results,
DFT calculations of a model system were conducted (supplementary text section III, Fig. S7),
showing that triplet-state coumarin, which can be generated via energy transfer from triplet
benzophenone, is thermodynamically capable of reducing Cu(II) to Cu(I) but not Cu(I) to Cu(0).
Thus, we suggest that when a photoexcited triplet benzophenone approaches the MOC junctions
within c-Gel, its energy is transferred to the coumarin groups covalently attached to the
junctions, and the resulting triplet state coumarin can reduce Cu(II) to Cu(I) but not Cu(I) to
Cu(0). As the sample approaches complete reduction to Cu(I), in contrast to what was proposed
by Park et al. for solution-state MOCs, 23 the MOC topology changes (as evidenced by the gel-tosol transition and DFT calculations, Fig. S4) allowing for direct approach of photoexcited
benzophenone to copper centers and further reduction of Cu(I) to Cu(0) (Fig. S8). These results
highlight the synergistic interplay between the properties of each state of c-Gel and the critical
role of the self-assembled MOC junctions to control reduction in a useful manner.
Inspired by Park and coworkers,23 who used photoreduction of discrete Cu24L24 MOCs in
solution to induce a Cu(I)-catalyzed azide-alkyne cycloaddition (CuAAC) between small
molecule reactants, we anticipated that reduction of c-Gel could be used to create new material
functionality. Specifically, we envisioned that the Cu(I) functional state of c-Gel could serve as a
catalyst for the formation of a covalent polymer network via copper-catalyzed azide-alkyne
cycloaddition (CuAAC) of suitable polymeric azides and alkynes. Then, re-oxidation to the
Cu(II) state would provide a MIN that is composed of both the Cu 24L24 polyMOC and a
8

secondary covalent network. Related interpenetrating networks featuring energy dissipating
supramolecular networks and ductile covalent networks have received extensive attention due to
their similarity to biological tissues and their outstanding toughness; 36–39 the use of a primary
supramolecular network, however, to catalyze the formation of a reinforcing secondary covalent
network represents, to our knowledge, a fundamentally new way to generate such materials.
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To confirm that c-Gel in its Cu(I) state could catalyze CuAAC, 23 benzyl azide and
tetrakis(prop-2-ynyloxymethyl)methane were added during formation of c-Gel and the mixture
was exposed to 368 nm light for 4 h. After re-oxidation the CuAAC triazole product was isolated
from c-Gel in 85% yield (supplementary text section IV). Notably, incubation of these starting
materials with c-Gel in the absence of light did not provide any detectable product. Building on
these results, ,-azide-terminated PEG (Mn = 2.0 kDa) (A2) and tetrakis(prop-2ynyloxymethyl)methane (B4) were included (2:1 ratio of A2:B4, 13 wt. % of A2) during the
formation of c-Gel as precursors to covalent A2 + B4 covalent networks (Fig. 4a). The mixture
was annealed into a sheet, which was cut into uniform strips and placed in nitrogen-purged vials
(Fig. 4a, i). The strips were then irradiated with 368 nm light for 4 h to achieve switching
throughout the sample (Fig. 4a, ii). In contrast to c-Gel alone, which converts into a fluid upon
switching (Fig. 3a), the material prepared in the presence of A 2 and B4 retained its solid form
hinting at the creation of a new covalent network. UV-vis analysis after irradiation showed
complete disappearance of the characteristic 724 nm absorbance associated with the Cu(II)
paddlewheel complex; re-oxidation by air provided the desired MIN (min-Gel, Fig. 4a, iii) with
the original blue color and λmax = 724 nm. Notably, the SAXS/WAXS scattering profile (Fig. S9)
for min-Gel was identical before and after irradiation, indicating that formation of an
interpenetrating covalent network does not significantly alter the structure of the polyMOC
network (Fig. 4b). Thus, though a new covalent network is formed irreversibly in this process,
the polyMOC network is able to reversibly switch between states (e.g., from Cu(I) back to
Cu(II)) within the MIN, making it available to catalyze subsequent reactions if desired.
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Uniaxial tensile testing (Fig. 4c) and oscillatory rheology (Fig. S10) experiments were
conducted using min-Gel and several control samples (see table S1 for values of toughness,
Young’s moduli (E), extensibility, and ultimate strength). Remarkably, min-Gel had ~150-fold
enhanced toughness (black line, Fig. 4c) and increased moduli compared to both c-Gel with A2
and B4 in solution in the absence of irradiation (blue line, Fig. 4c) and c-Gel irradiated and reoxidized in the absence of A2 and B4 (red line, Fig. 4c). Following irradiation, the polyMOC
network of min-Gel could be extracted from the MIN with an aqueous ethylene diamine solution
(10% v/v) (Fig. S11) providing a colorless covalent PEG-based gel with much lower toughness
(green line, Fig. 4c). All of these data support the notion that min-Gel is composed of
interpenetrating supramolecular (polyMOC) and covalent (PEG) networks and that the state
switching capability of the Cu24L24 polyMOC enables photoredox-catalyzed formation of MINs.
Further mechanical testing revealed that  was 2460 ± 35 s for min-Gel (Fig. S12), while
hysteresis experiments demonstrated that min-Gel dissipated stress as seen by the area between
extension and relaxation (red line, Fig. 4d); in repeated extensions, the material recovered a
majority of its toughness despite a small amount of plastic deformation. The recovery of
toughness on the timescale of the tensile testing experiment is likely due to the fast relaxation
time of the polyMOC network within min-Gel. Compressive testing corroborated these tensile
testing results, showing that min-Gel displayed significantly enhanced toughness compared to its
component networks (Fig. S13). In addition, a strain rate dependence is observed, as expected
due to the fast relaxation time of the polyMOC network. Compression analysis of an irradiated
sample before re-oxidation showed lower toughness than the oxidized min-Gel, which further
demonstrates that an intact polyMOC network is necessary for the enhanced properties of this
material.
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In optimized interpenetrating networks, such as double networks and related systems, the
secondary network typically comprises highly extensible, high molecular weight, lightly
crosslinked polymers.36,40 To probe the composition and topology of the covalent network of minGel, Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) and network disassembly spectrometry
(NDS) experiments were employed (Fig. S14).41–45 FTIR and NDS showed the presence of
unreacted azides within the covalent network, while NDS revealed that the average number of
primary loops per B4 junction was ~0.6, which is near the limiting sol-gel threshold for tetrafunctional end-linked networks.42 These factors significantly lower the crosslinking density of the
covalent network and influence the properties of the resulting MIN. The modular construction of
this material system lends itself to further optimization and tuning for enhanced properties in the
future. Along those lines, to our knowledge, there have been no precise measurements of loop
content in interpenetrating networks; the loop fraction result presented here should spur further
investigations into the topology of such systems more generally. 46 Lastly, a min-Gel sample was
prepared using a 20 kDa PEG bis-azide (13 wt. %), which afforded a more extensible material
with a lower ultimate stress (Fig. S15).
We reasoned that by leveraging the light-induced state-switching properties of c-Gel it
should be possible to spatiotemporally control MIN fabrication. To demonstrate this concept, a
fish-shaped slab (Fig. 4e, i) of c-Gel containing A2 and B4 was covered by a fish skeleton-shaped
photomask (Fig. 4e, ii). After exposure to 368 nm light for 8 h, the Cu(I) functional state could
be readily observed in the pattern set by the photomask (Fig. 4e, iii). Re-oxidation provided a
fish with a soft polyMOC body and a tough MIN skeleton, the covalent component of which
could be isolated by dissolving away the polyMOC component with ethylene diamine (Fig. 4e,
iv), supplementary video S2). Notably, the isolated fish skeleton is composed of a covalent, endlinked PEG network; given the liquid-like nature of the PEG network components this shape
could only otherwise be generated using a fish skeleton-shaped mold or complex viscosity
modification/processing techniques. Our approach provides a way to utilize the dynamic
polyMOC as a scaffold to hold the liquid PEG components in place for subsequent covalent
crosslinking. Given that covalent PEG gels of defined shapes are widely used as biomaterials, 13,47
the approach described here could find broad applications in 3D bioprinting and related fields.
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Rather than re-oxidizing the material after covalent network formation, further
photoreduction using a 365 nm UV LED light source enabled the deposition of Cu(0) in
irradiated regions (Fig. S16 and S17). We reasoned that this phenomenon could provide a novel
way to pattern metallic copper onto soft materials. To demonstrate this concept (supplementary
text section V), a 2.1 cm square slab of c-Gel containing A2 and B4 (Fig. 4f, i) was switched to
the Cu(I) state to form a covalent network. A photomask was applied (Fig. 4f, ii) and the sample
was exposed to the UV-LED until a metallic pattern was apparent (~2 h, Fig. 4f, iii). Removal of
the polyMOC provided a covalent PEG network with a film of Cu(0) in a circuit-shaped pattern
embedded on its surface (Fig. 4f, iv). Notably, the resistance of the Cu(0) regions of this material
was ~1000-fold lower than in non-irradiated regions. Though this work serves as a proof-ofprinciple, we believe that with further engineering and optimization the switchability of c-Gel
could open new avenues for the fabrication of integrated soft-material circuits that could have
applications in biometrics, sensing, and soft robotics.48,49
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The results provided above represent, to our knowledge, the first examples of a multistate switchable material capable of catalyzing a self-reinforcing reaction (MIN formation) and
deposition of metal on a soft material in response to an external stimulus. Thus, the properties of
each state of this material can be leveraged to create a complex object (i.e., a soft circuit board)
using a simple apparatus (a UV lamp or LED and a photomask). Seeking further applications that
highlight the synergistic interplay between redox states in the material, we were drawn to MIN
additive manufacturing. The fabrication of soft gels that can be extruded without damage due to
shear forces while simultaneously possessing sufficient mechanical strength to maintain an
intended geometry remains a challenge.50–55 Given its rapid stress relaxation, we surmised that cGel could be extruded to form filaments that, in the presence of A 2 and B4 (or any suitable
CuAAC reactants), could be converted to MINs of a desired geometry following irradiation. As a
proof-of-principle demonstration of this concept, we examined extrusion of c-Gel using an
inexpensive (~$200) custom-built 3D printer with an attached syringe pump and heating element
(Fig. S18, supplementary text section VI). c-Gel was extruded at a rate of 0.06 cm 3/s at 60 °C to
provide uniform 2 mm diameter filaments (Fig. 5a, i). A multi-layered structure was created by
overlapping filaments of c-Gel that fused together over the course of 2 h at room temperature
(Fig. 5a, ii and iii). Using this approach, a raft-shaped object was printed (Fig. 5b, i), irradiated,
and re-oxidized to provide a MIN of the same shape (Fig. 5b, ii). Extraction of the polyMOC
provided a raft-shaped covalent PEG gel (Fig. 5b, iii), demonstrating that c-Gel can support
printing a mixture of A2 and B4 monomers and then, upon irradiation, it can catalyze their
conversion to a covalent network.
A longstanding challenge in the field of additive manufacturing, particularly of soft gel
materials, is the production of overhanging or bridging regions. 50–55 The state switching
capability of c-Gel can overcome this challenge. By alternating filaments of c-Gel with and
without A2 and B4 (Fig. 5c), a lattice with several overhangs and bridges was produced (Fig. 5d,
i). Photoswitching to the Cu(I) state led to covalent network formation only in the filaments
containing A2 and B4. Extraction of the polyMOC components provided a covalent PEG lattice
with the overhang and bridging regions preserved (Fig. 5d, ii). This process was repeated with a
second lattice featuring fewer overhangs (Fig. 5d, iii and iv). It should be noted that in these
examples,

(diphenyl(2,4,6-trimethylbenzoyl)phosphine

oxide)

(TPO)

was

used

as

a

photoinitiator rather than benzophenone. We found that TPO can be used to access the Cu(I) state
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of c-Gel without further reduction to Cu(0), which allows for the use of excess initiator, reducing
the light-induced switching and CuAAC reaction time to as little as 30 min. 56 This rapid CuAAC
reaction precluded diffusion of the A2 and B4 components across filaments allowing access to
well-resolved bridges and overhangs. Despite this advantage for covalent gel patterning, it
should be noted that TPO-induced switching was not reversible (i.e., the polyMOC could not be
reformed to generate a MIN after TPO-initiated photoreduction). The origin of this difference is
the subject of ongoing investigations. Nevertheless, these results demonstrate that the unique
state-switching of c-Gel can provide facile access to 3D printed gel geometries with overhangs
and bridges, thus providing a complementary strategy for soft material and composite additive
manufacturing.
Conclusion. This work describes the first examples of Cu-based polyMOC gels, significantly
expanding the scope of this emerging class of hybrid materials. In addition, by leveraging the
unique topology of polyMOCs and the photoredox behavior of Cu(II) paddlewheel complexes,
we demonstrate the synthesis of a polyMOC that is capable of switching between three distinct
physicochemical states in response to light. Similar to biological materials that can toughen in
response to external stimuli (e.g., the healing of a bone), the properties of each state could be
leveraged synergistically to enable unique applications: the Cu(II) functional state allows for the
formation of robust extrusion-printable supramolecular networks with modular sites for
functionalization and fast network dynamics, the Cu(I) functional state provides a liquid that
catalyzes azide-alkyne cycloaddition reactions that can be used for tough MIN fabrication, and
the Cu(0) functional state leads to the formation of metallic copper, which can be photopatterned
onto a soft gel network. In combination with the spatiotemporal control provided by light as an
external stimulus, these capabilities could be leveraged for biomaterial printing, soft circuit
fabrication for bioelectronics, heterogeneous catalysis, and a range of other potential
applications. The ability to achieve all of these functions within a single material is
unprecedented, highlighting the power of multi-state switchable polyMOCs. These results should
motivate the continued development of materials that are not confined to a single set of physical
and chemical properties and that can potentially address the growing breadth and complexity of
modern material needs and applications. In addition, it should be noted that the structures and
topologies of these polyMOCs and MINs are complex and were largely optimized empirically;
future studies aimed toward probing the impact of loops, numbers of coumarins per cage, cage
15

density, etc. will further improve the properties of these systems and enable the rational design of
next-generation state-switchable materials.
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Fig. 1 | Design of Cu24L24-based polyMOCs featuring coumarin-functionalized junctions. a,
Readily accessible m-BDC-functionalized PEG star polymer PL and coumarin-functionalized mBDC (CL) are combined with Cu(OAc)2. Annealing provides coumarin-functionalized
polyMOC c-Gel, which is comprised of Cu24L24 junctions densely functionalized with coumarins
and polymer strands from CL and PL, respectively. The Cu(II) state of this material provides its
deep blue color. b, Combining this material with suitable reagents and exposing it to light or
oxygen enables its reversible interconversion between primarily Cu(II), Cu(I), and Cu(0)
functional states. The properties of each state can be used alone or the different states can be
leveraged against one another for more advanced functions.
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Fig. 2 | Synthesis and characterization of star polymer-based Cu 24L24 polyMOC s-Gel. a, Synthesis and schematic representation
of s-Gel. DMF = N,N-dimethylformamide. b, UV-vis spectrum of s-Gel network (black line) showing the red-shifting of λmax to 724
nm compared to copper acetate (red line). This red shift is indicative of the formation of Cu-m-BDC paddlewheel complexes. c,
SAXS/WAXS curve depicting the spacing between Cu 24L24 MOCs within s-Gel as well as the form factor of the individual MOCs. d,
Frequency sweep rheology curve for s-Gel (5.3 wt. %) swollen to equilibrium in DMF. e, Stress relaxation curve for s-Gel. The red
line corresponds to fitting of the data using the Kohlrausch stretched exponential model, which provide the characteristic relaxation
time . Inset: Image of s-Gel mashed into several pieces (left). Placing the mashed sample in a mold and applying pressure leads to
complete healing (right).

Fig. 3 | Multi-state switching of c-Gel in the presence of benzophenone and EDMAB. a, UV-vis spectra of the material (6.6 wt. %)
before UV exposure (black line), in the Cu (I) state (red line), in the Cu (0) state (gray line), and after oxidation via exposure to air
(blue line). b, SAXS/WAXS curves for c-Gel before (black) and after UV exposure and re-oxidation (red). The structure of the Cu(II)
c-Gel is restored upon re-oxidation. c, Frequency sweep rheology curves for c-Gel before (black) and after UV exposure and reoxidation (red). The slight increases in the storage and loss moduli are attributed to a small amount of solvent evaporation during the
course of the switching and re-oxidation processes. d, Images of c-Gel as it proceeds through a full switching cycle. After 2 h of UV
exposure the gel converts into a green fluid, which further converts into a brown opaque liquid after 2 additional hours of UV
exposure. 16 h after exposure to air the blue Cu(II) c-Gel is re-formed. e, Switching of c-Gel through 4 complete cycles (12 total state
conversions) as monitored by UV-vis spectroscopy. The blue circles represent absorbance at 724 corresponding to the Cu (II) state,
while the brown squares represent absorbance at 580 corresponding to the Cu(0) state. Dashed lines are drawn between points to aid
the viewer; they are not mathematical fits or actual data. Note: oxidation labels indicate the primary functional oxidation state of the
material; they are not intended to imply that 100% of the Cu centers have a given oxidation state.

Fig. 4 | Metal-organic cage interpenetrating network (MIN) fabrication enabled by photo-induced switching of c-Gel. a,
Synthesis of c-Gel (6.6 wt. %) in the presence of 2 kDa bis-azido-PEG A 2 and tetrakis-alkyne B4. Images of the material immediately
after annealing (i), after irradiation with UV light to induce the CuAAC reaction (ii), and re-oxidation (iii) to provide a MIN min-Gel.
In case ii, some dark regions of Cu(0) were observed, which had no apparent effect on the subsequent MIN formation. b, Schematic
depiction of the interpenetrating polyMOC and PEG supramolecular and covalent networks, respectively, within min-Gel. The
covalent PEG network consists of linear strands (green) that can connect two junctions (green spheres) or be connected to the same
junction. The latter “primary loop” defects reduce the network connectivity giving rise to double-network-like properties. c, Stressstrain plot from tensile testing showing the increased toughness of min-Gel compared to control samples. The observed enhancement
of toughness is attributed to the IPN effect. d, Stress-strain curves showing hysteresis of min-Gel over 4 cycles. Strain rate = 1
mm/min; sample length = 5 mm. There was no resting period between cycles. e, A fish-shaped sample of c-Gel with A2 and B4 (i) is
covered with an aluminum foil photomask (ii). Irradiation of the sample with a 365 nm UV lamp for 8 h leads to the formation of
Cu(I) in irradiated regions (iii). Washing the sample with aqueous ethylene diamine allows for isolation of the newly formed PEGbased covalent network (iv). f, A rectangular sample of c-Gel (i) was first switched to the Cu(I)state to induce covalent network
formation throughout the sample. Then, a photomask in the shape of a circuit was placed over the sample (ii), and the material was
irradiated with a 365 nm UV LED to deposit Cu(0) in irradiated regions (iii). Washing the material with aqueous ethylene diamine
allowed for isolation of the PEG covalent network with patterned Cu(0) regions (iv). Note: oxidation labels indicate the primary
functional oxidation state of the material; they are not intended to imply that 100% of the Cu centers have a given oxidation state.

Fig. 5 | c-Gel-mediated additive manufacturing. a, c-Gel (6.6 wt. %) can be extruded to form a
single uniform 2 mm diameter filaments (i and ii). Over the course of hours, the filaments fuse
together generating a slab of material (iii). b, By overlaying filaments, c-Gel objects containing
A2 and B4 can be fabricated (i). Irradiation of the resulting object induces covalent network
formation; re-oxidation converts the object into a dimensionally stable min-Gel (ii). Then, the

polyMOC component of the newly fabricated objected can be removed with aqueous ethylene
diamine, yielding an entirely covalent network with the same shape as the printed c-Gel (iii). c,
Schematic of lattice structures that can be fabricated by alternating c-Gel with and without A2
and B4 components. d, Images of c-Gel lattices before (i and iii) and after (ii and iv) extraction of
the polyMOC components. The resulting covalent PEG networks preserve the overhanging and
bridging regions of the 3D printed lattice.
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Materials and Methods
Rheology
Frequency sweep, amplitude sweep, and stress-relaxation experiments were performed
using a TA Instruments Discovery HR-2 rheometer. An 8 mm parallel plate geometry was used to
engage the samples. Sample discs were 8 mm in diameter with a thickness of 1.5 mm. Samples
were made either using a Teflon mold or a circular punch using a 1.5 mm thick sheet of sample.
Amplitude sweeps were performed on newly prepared materials to ensure that the strain % was
in the linear viscoelastic regime. Frequency sweep experiments were performed from 0.1 to 100
rad/s at 1% strain. Stress relaxation experiments were carried out at 2% strain. The stress
relaxation curves were fitted to a stretched exponential function (see below), to extract the
characteristic relaxation time, , of the material:
(

G ( t )=G 0∗e

α

−t
)
τ

Experiments were performed at room temperature (25 °C). For samples only containing DMF,
solvent loss was assumed to be negligible during measurements that were shorter in duration
than 10 min. For longer-term measurements, the samples was covered in mineral oil to reduce
evaporation and de-swelling induced by moisture adsorption.
Nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy (NMR)
1

H NMR spectra were recorded using either a 300 or 500 MHz Varian Inova or a 400 or 600
MHz Bruker AVANCE NMR spectrometer. The instrument used for each individual experiment
is indicated below where NMR chemical shifts are listed. The NMR spectra were referenced to
the relevant residual solvent peak. Chemical shifts are reported as parts per million (ppm) and
splitting patters are designated as follows: s (singlet), d (doublet), t (triplet), q (quadruplet), m
(multiplet), and b (broad).
Ultraviolet visible light (UV-vis) spectroscopy
UV-vis spectra were collected using an Implen NP80 nanophotometer using the 0.07 mm path
length. For liquid samples, a drop of liquid was used. For gel samples, a small piece of gel (~1
mm3) was compressed between the arm and sample window.
Small angle X-ray scattering

2

SAXS and WAXS experiments were conducted at the Advanced Photon Source (APS) at
Argonne National Laboratory (Sector 12-ID-b beamline). 13.3 keV X-rays were used. Silver
behenate was used as the standard. An exposure time of 0.5 s was used for all samples. The
scattering data were recorded as 2D and converted to 1D plots via radial averaging. The sample
to detector distance was 2001.5 mm for SAXS and 414.884 mm for WAXS. The cage-to-cage
spacing is calculated from the center of each cage, which is 2π/q. The form factor of a solid
spherical particle was used to calculate the radius (R) of the particle:
sin ( qR ) −qRcos ( qR )
¿
¿
¿2
¿
P ( q ) ∝¿
Preparative gel permeation chromatography (Prep-GPC)
When indicated below, newly synthesized polymers were purified using a Japan Analytical
Industry (JAL) Co. LaboACE Recycling Preperative HPLC (LC-5060) employing either
JAIGEL-2.5HR (20 mm diameter x 600 mm length) and a JAIGEL-2HR (20 mm diameter x 600
mm length) or JAIGEL-2.5H-40 (40 mm diameter x 600 mm length) and a JAIGEL-2.5H-40 (40
mm diameter x 600 mm length)) columns. Samples were dissolved in CHCl 3 and filtered through
a 0.2 μm PTFE filter before injection. CHCl3 was used as the eluant.
Uniaxial tensile testing
Uniaxial tensile testing was done using an 8848 MicroTester (Instron Corp). Rectangular gel
strips were used. Sample height, width, and length was recorded using a caliper to determine
engineering stress and extensibility. Samples were 5 mm in length. Strain rate was held constant
at 1 mm/min. Samples were adhered to 3M transparency film using GE silicone glue for
mounting into the instrument. Hysteresis experiments were performed with no rest period
between pulls.
Network Disassembly Spectrometry
Network disassembly spectrometry was performed according to previously reported literature
using mass-labeled versions of A2.1,2 More details of the sample preparation and analysis are
provided below.
FTIR
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The FTIR spectrum of the covalent PEG network formed in min-Gel was obtained using a
Perkin-Elmer Model 2000 FT-IR. The covalent network was isolated using an ethylene diamine
wash as described further below. After the covalent network was isolated the sample was soaked
in DMF 3 x for 30 minutes. 64 scans at a resolution of 0.5 cm-1 was used.
Compression testing
c-Gel with A2 and B4 were added to a cylindrical mold (a 1 mL syringe with ~4 mm diameter).
The sample within the syringe mold was centrifuged at 2000 rpm for 10 min such that the
material uniformly settled at the bottom of the syringe. The sample was annealed at room
temperature overnight to obtain a visibly homogeneous cylindrical gel. This cylinder was cut into
short cylinders (height: ~2-3 mm) using a razor blade. The height and diameter of each
cylindrical sample were measured by calipers before compression tests. Compression tests were
performed on a TA Instruments RSA III Dynamic Mechanical Analyzer at strain rates of 1%/min
and 10%/min.
Simulations
The MOCs and four-arm star polymer (PL) center positions are initially distributed randomly in
a cubic simulation cell with a spherical excluded volume for the MOCs and 24 ligand binding
positions distributed over the surface of each MOC. Up to 4 connections from each PL center
position are formed at ligand binding positions on the MOC surfaces based on the end-to-end
distance distribution for a single polymer arm. The probability that a PL arm will form a given
connection to an available ligand binding position is proportional to the probability of the arm
having the appropriate end-to-end distance, factoring out the square distance associated with
orientational entropy.
Pconnection ∝ P(r )/r 2
Where P(r) is the end-to-end distribution of a polymer arm.
The MOCs and PLs are relaxed via metropolis Monte Carlo moves based on the resulting
change in conformational entropy of the polymer arm connections due to changes in the end-toend distances of the connections. The conformational entropy of a polymer arm connection is
proportional to the log of the connection probability.
S ∝log [ P(r )/r 2 ]
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The connection topology is simultaneously relaxed by allowing polymer arms to change
connections to different ligand binding positions; randomly chosen viable changes are also
accepted or rejected on the basis of the resulting difference in conformational entropy via an
equivalent metropolis Monte Carlo procedure. The results of these simulations for a sample
prepared at 6.6 wt. % (e.g., c-Gel) are provided in fig. S3.
Materials
Solvents were purchase from Millipore Sigma and were used as received unless otherwise noted.
Dry solvents (e.g., DMF) were used when synthesizing Cu 24L24 polyMOCs. All other chemicals
were used as received unless otherwise noted. Isophthalic acid, 5-hydroxy-isophthalic acid,
PEG4.6k, PEG20k, potassium carbonate, sodium azide, tosyl chloride, triethylamine, sodium azide,
diphenyl(2,4,6-trimethylbenzoyl)phosphine oxide (TPO), ethyl 4-(dimethylamino)benzoate
(EDMAB), and 7-hydroxycoumarin were used as purchased from Millipore Sigma.
Benzophenone was purchased from Oakwood Chemical. Copper (II) acetate monohydrate was
purchased from Strem Chemicals. Deuterated solvents were purchased from Cambridge Isotope
Laboratories. Four-arm PEG10k was used as purchased from SINOPEG Inc. 5-((6-((2-oxo-2Hchromen-7-yl)oxy)hexyl)oxy)isophthalic acid (CL)3 and tetrakis(prop-2ynyloxymethyl)methane
(B4)2 were synthesized according to literature procedures.
Synthesis of m-BDC-terminated linear polymer (PLL)

Bis-tosyl-PEG4.6k was prepared according to a modified literature procedure. 4 Polyethylene
glycol (number-average molecular weight = 4.6 k) (4.6 g, 1.0 mmol, 1 equiv) was added to a dry
40 mL vial. The vial was sealed with a septum and placed under a N 2 atmosphere by
vacuum/backfilling with N2 for three times. 15 mL of anhydrous dichloromethane (DCM) was
then added via syringe. The mixture was stirred until the PEG was fully dissolved. Next SureSeal™ dry triethylamine (682 μL, 4.0 mmol, 5 equiv.) was added via syringe. Tosyl chloride
(760 mg, 4.0 mmol, 4 equiv) was added to a separate vial and was placed under a N 2 atmosphere
via vacuum/backfilling with N2 for three times. The tosyl chloride was dissolved in 5 mL of
anhydrous DCM. The resulting solution was added dropwise to the PEG solution. Upon
completion of the addition, the reaction was stirred overnight at room temperature. The solution
was then diluted with 200 mL of DCM and the organic layer was washed three times with water.
The organic layer was then dried with Na 2SO4, filtered, and the solvent was removed under
5

vacuum yielding 4.1 g of a white solid (83% yield). 1H NMR (500 MHz, CDCl3) δ 7.74 (d, 4H),
7.30 (d, 4H), 4.19 – 4.03 (t, 4H), 3.59 (b), 2.40 (s, 6H).
Bis-diethyl 5-hydroxyisophthalate-PEG4.6k. Bis-tosyl-PEG4.6k (500 mg, 0.11 mmol, 1.0 equiv),
Cs2CO3 (211 mg, 0.65 mmol, 6.0 equiv), and diethyl-5-hydroxyisophthalate (104 mg, 0.44 mmol,
4.0 equiv) were added to an oven-dried 40 mL vial. The vial was sealed with a septum and the
mixture was placed under a nitrogen atmosphere via vacuum/backfilling with N2 for three times.
5 mL of anhydrous DMF was added to the mixture via syringe. The vial was then heated to 80
°C in an aluminum-heating block for 24 h. After the reaction was allowed to cool to room
temperature, the solution was added dropwise into cold diethyl ether. The resulting white solid
precipitate was collected via filtration and washed with additional ether. After the precipitate was
dried, it was redissolved in minimal CHCl3 and subjected to purification via prep-GPC. 401 mg
of a white solid was obtained (74% yield). 1H NMR (600 MHz, CDCl3) δ 8.23 (s, 2H), 7.73 (s,
4H), 4.35 (q, 8H), 4.18 (t, 4H), 3.85 (t, 4H), 3.60 (b), 1.37 (t, 12H).
PLL. Bis-diethyl 5-hydroxyisophthalate-PEG4.6k (401 mg, 0.08 mmol, 1.0 equiv) was dissolved
in 10 mL of 1 M NaOH and the solution was stirred for 5 h. The solution was then diluted with
40 mL of 1 M HCl and the aqueous layer was extracted three times with DCM. The organic
layers were then combined and dried over Na2SO4, filtered, and the solvent was removed in
vacuo. 341 mg of a white solid was obtained (86% yield). 1H NMR (600 MHz, CDCl3) δ 8.32 (s,
2H), 7.80 (d, 4H), 4.23 (t, 4H), 3.89 (d, 4H), 3.64 (b).
Synthesis of PL

Tetra-Tosyl-PEG10k was prepared according to a modified literature procedure.4 Four-arm
polyethylene glycol (number-average molecular weight = 10 k) (1.0 g, 0.1 mmol, 1 equiv) was
added to a dry 20 mL vial. The vial was sealed with a septum and placed under a nitrogen
atmosphere by vacuum/backfilling with N2 for three times. 5 mL of anhydrous DCM was then
added via syringe. The mixture was stirred until the PEG was fully dissolved. Next dry
triethylamine (138 μL, 1.5 mmol, 15 equiv) was added to the PEG solution via syringe. Tosyl
chloride (190 mg, 1.0 mmol, 10 equiv.) was added to a separate vial and placed under a N 2
atmosphere via vacuum/backfilling with N2 for three times. 2.5 mL of anhydrous DCM was
added and the resulting tosyl chloride solution was added dropwise via syringe to the PEG
solution. After the addition, the reaction mixture was stirred overnight at room temperature. The
mixture was then added dropwise into cold diethyl ether to provide a white precipitate that was
filtered and washed with additional diethyl ether. 850 mg of a white solid was obtained. It should
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be noted that though complete conversion to the product was observed by 1H NMR, some tosyl
chloride and triethylamine salts remained in the sample. Regardless, the material was used in the
next step without further purification. 1H NMR (500 MHz, CDCl3) δ 7.78 (d, 8H), 7.34 (d, 8H),
4.14 (t, H), 4.01 – 3.44 (b), 3.40 (s, 8H), 2.44 (s, 12H).
Tetra-diethyl 5-hydroxyisophthalate-PEG10k. Tetra-tosyl-PEG10k (850 mg, 0.08 mmol, 1.0
equiv), Cs2CO3 (390 mg, 1.2 mmol, 15.0 equiv), and diethyl-5-hydroxyisophthalate (228 mg,
0.96 mmol, 10.0 equiv) were placed in an oven-dried 40 mL vial. The vial was sealed with a
septum and the mixture was placed under a N 2 atmosphere via vacuum/backfilling with N2 for
three times. 5 mL of anhydrous DMF were added via syringe. The vial was then heated to 80 °C
in an aluminum-heating block for 24 h. The reaction mixture was allowed to cool to room
temperature. Afterward, the mixture was added dropwise into cold diethyl ether providing the
product as a white precipitate. The precipitate was filtered and washed with additional diethyl
ether. After drying, the precipitate was redissolved in minimal CHCl 3 and subjected to
purification via prep-GPC. 540 mg of a white solid was obtained (62% yield). 1H NMR (500
MHz, CDCl3) δ 8.27 (s, 4H), 7.76 (d, 8H), 4.39 (q, 16H), 4.21 (t, 8H), 3.88 (t, 8H), 3.63 (b), 3.40
(s, 8H), 1.40 (t, 24H).
PL. Bis-diethyl 5-hydroxyisophthalate-PEG4.6k (540 mg, 0.05 mmol, 1.0 equiv) was dissolved in
10 mL of 1 M NaOH and the resulting solution was stirred at room temperature for 5 h. The
solution was then diluted with 40 mL of 1 M HCl and the aqueous layer was extracted three
times with DCM. The organic layers were then combined and dried over Na 2SO4, filtered, and
the solvent was removed in vacuo. 440 mg of a white solid was obtained (83% yield). 1H NMR
(400 MHz, CDCl3) δ 8.32 (s, 4H), 7.80 (d, 8H), 4.23 (t, 8H), 3.89 (t, 8H), 3.64 (b), 3.41 (s, 8H).
Preparation of Bis-azido-PEG2k (A2)

Bis-tosyl-PEG2k was prepared according to a modified literature procedure.4 Polyethylene glycol
(number-average molecular weight = 2.0 k) (2.0 g, 1.0 mmol, 1 equiv) was added to a dry 40 mL
vial. The vial was sealed with a septum and placed under a nitrogen atmosphere by
vacuum/backfilling with N2 for three times. 15 mL of anhydrous DCM was then added via
syringe. The mixture was stirred until the PEG was completely dissolved. Next, 682 μL (4.0
mmol, 5 equiv) of dry triethylamine was added via syringe. Tosyl chloride (760 mg, 4.0 mmol, 4
equiv) was added to a separate vial and placed under a N 2 atmosphere via vacuum/backfilling
with N2 for three times. The tosyl chloride was then dissolved in 5 mL of anhydrous DCM and
the solution was added dropwise via syringe to the PEG solution. After the addition, the reaction
was stirred overnight at room temperature. Then, the solution was diluted with 200 mL of DCM
and the organic layer was washed three times with water. The organic layer was then dried over
Na2SO4, filtered, and the solvent was removed under vacuum. 1.8 g of a white powder was
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obtained. The crude product was used directly in the next reaction (Note: 1H NMR analysis of the
crude material indicated complete conversion to the desired tosylate).
Bis-azide-PEG2k. Bis-tosyl-PEG2k (1.8 g, 0.9 mmol, 1.0 equiv) was added to a 20 mL vial and
dissolved in 5 mL of anhydrous DMF. NaN3 was added (260 mg, 4.0 mmol, 4.44 equiv) and the
reaction was stirred for 24 h. After 24 h, the reaction was diluted with 100 mL of ethyl acetate
and the resulting mixture was washed five times with water. The organic layer was dried over
Na2SO4, filtered, and concentrated to 10 mL volume. The oily liquid was then precipitated into
cold diethyl ether, filtered, and washed with more diethyl ether providing a white powder in 91%
yield. 1H NMR (600 MHz, CDCl3) δ 3.64 (b), 3.39 (t, 4H).
Preparation of l-Gel
PLL (20 mg, 4 μmol, 1.0 equiv) was dissolved in 175 μL of DMF and, separately,
Cu(OAc)2•H2O (1.59 mg, 8 μmol, 2.0 equiv) was dissolved in 200 μL of DMF with some
heating. The copper acetate solution was then added to the polymer solution with a micropipette.
The gelled mixture was stirred with a spatula until the blue color was homogenous. The vial was
then briefly centrifuged to force all of the material to the bottom of the vial. Then, the vial was
capped and heated to 60 °C for 4 h to provide a deep blue gel. As the gel cooled to room
temperature it lightened in color slightly.
Preparation of s-Gel
PL (20 mg, 1.8 μmol, 1.0 equiv) and isophthalic acid (3.7 mg, 22.5 μmol, 12.0 equiv) were
dissolved in 175 μL of DMF and, separately, Cu(OAc)2•H2O (5.74 mg, 28.8 μmol, 16.0 equiv)
was dissolved in 200 μL of DMF with some heating. The copper acetate solution was added to
the polymer and ligand solution. The gelled mixture was stirred with a spatula until the blue
color was homogenous. The vial was then briefly centrifuged to force all of the material to the
bottom of the vial. The vial was then capped and heated to 60 °C for 4 h providing a blue gel.
Preparation of c-Gel with benzophenone and ethyl 4-(dimethylamino)benzoate (EDMAB)
Samples of c-Gel were prepared using 6.6 wt % of polymer. PL (20 mg, 1.9 μmol, 1.0 equiv) CL
(9.6 mg, 22.5 μmol, 12 equiv), ethyl 4-(dimethylamino)benzoate (17.4 mg, 0.090 mmol, 48
equiv) and benzophenone (2.7 mg, 15.0 μmol, 8.0 equiv) were dissolved in 150 μL of DMF.
Separately, Cu(OAc)2•H2O (5.74 mg, 14.4 μmol, 16.0 equiv) was dissolved in 150 μL of DMF
with some heating. The copper acetate solution was then added to the polymer and ligand
solution. The gelled mixture was stirred with a spatula until the blue color was homogenous. The
vial was then briefly centrifuged to force all of the material to the bottom of the vial. The vial
was then capped and heated to 60 °C for 4 h providing a blue gel.
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Preparation of c-Gel for 3D printing/extrusion experiments
PL (66.0 mg, 6.3 μmol, 1.0 equiv) CL (32.1 mg, 75 μmol, 12 equiv), ethyl 4(dimethylamino)benzoate (58.1 mg, 0.30 mmol, 48 equiv) and benzophenone (9.1 mg, 50 μmol,
8.0 equiv) were dissolved in 500 μL of DMF with slight heating. Separately, Cu(OAc) 2•H2O
(20.0 mg, 100 μmol, 16.0 equiv) was dissolved in 500 μL of DMF with some heating. The
copper solution was then added to the polymer and ligand solution. The gelled mixture was
stirred with a spatula until the blue color was homogenous. The vial was then heated to 60 °C for
15 minutes. Using a spatula, the gel was then transferred into the top of a 1 mL Norm-Ject
syringe with the plunger removed. The bottom of the syringe was capped with a septum and the
material was lightly centrifuged to force the gel to the bottom of the syringe. The plunger was
replaced and the gel was allowed to anneal overnight at room temperature.
Preparation of min-Gel
PL (16.7 mg, 1.6 μmol, 1.0 equiv) CL (8.0 mg, 19 μmol, 12 equiv) benzophenone (2.3 mg, 12.5
μmol, 8.0 equiv), ethyl 4-(dimethlyamino)benzoate (16.5 mg, 86 μmol, 48 equiv), bisazidePEG2k (33.5 mg, 16.7 μmol, 10.7 equiv), and tetrakis(prop-2ynyloxymethyl)methane (2.4 mg,
8.4 μmol, 5.4 equiv) were dissolved in 125 μL of DMF with some slight heating. Separately,
Cu(OAc)2•H2O (5.0 mg, 25.1 μmol, 16.0 equiv) was dissolved in 125 μL of DMF with some
heating. The copper acetate solution was added to the polymer solution and the gelled mixture
was stirred with a spatula until the blue color was homogenous. The gel was then placed in a
Teflon mold, sealed with binder clips, and allowed to anneal at room temperature for at least 6 h.
For larger molds this recipe was linearly scaled as needed.
Photoreduction of c-Gel
0.3 mL of c-Gel was prepared in a glass vial, which was sealed with a cap that had a septum.
The vial was purged with N 2 for 10 min. Then, the sample was exposed to irradiation from a
benchtop UV lamp (Sankyo DENKT Blacklight blue, FL8BLB-368 8W Bulb, 368 nm light) at a
distance of 25 cm. The sample was irradiated for a total of 4 h. After 1 h, the sample (which was
a mixture of green liquid and blue gel) was briefly vortexed and before irradiation for an
additional hour. A clear green liquid was obtained (the Cu(I) state). After UV irradiation for an
additional 2 h, the green Cu(I) state converted to a brown liquid (the Cu(0) state). Notably, we
observed that clean switching from Cu(II) to Cu(I) was only possible using a (sub)stoichiometric
amounts of copper acetate. When excess copper acetate is present, its rapid reduction to Cu(0) is
observed, which attests to the need for assembled Cu 24L24 MOCs possessing coumarin-base
ligands to avoid over-reduction.
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Photocrosslinking of c-Gel to form min-Gel
A strip of c-Gel (2 cm long, 0.5 cm wide, and 0.12 cm thick) containing A2 and B4 was placed
against the wall of a glass vial. The vial was purged with N 2 for 10 min. The vial was then
irradiated until the sample was green (generally < 8 h) at a distance of 25 cm from a UV lamp
(368 nm). When using a photomask, the sample was placed on a piece of Teflon in a plastic petri
dish and the aluminum foil photo mask was carefully placed on top. The petri dish was sealed
with Teflon tape and electrical tape. The dish was purged by carefully poking a hole in the top
with a needle and introducing N2 for 20 minutes. Then, the sample was irradiated with 368 nm
UV light at a distance of 25 cm away for the desired amount of time, (generally < 8 h until the
pattern could clearly be seen). After irradiation, the sample was exposed to air.
Removal of polyMOC network from MOC-interpenetrating network (min-Gel) material
min-Gel was placed in a vial, which was then filled with 10% aqueous ethylene diamine solution.
The vial was gently stirred on a plate shaker for 30 min. The solution becomes blue and slightly
cloudy during this process while the sample becomes white. This procedure was repeated for
three times. After the third wash, the material was washed three times with dimethylacetamide
(DMA). The resulting clear gel was the covalent PEG network created through the
photoreduction-induced CuAAC reaction. This gel was then tested via uniaxial tensile testing.
The gel was allowed to dry until it was roughly the same weight as the other samples (accounting
for the removal of the c-Gel network) to ensure a similar wt % polymer.
min-Gel preparation for Network Disassembly Spectrometry
Mass labeled PEG2k (compounds A2H’ and A2D’) were synthesized according to previously
reported methods.2 PL (16.7 mg, 1.6 μmol, 1.0 equiv) CL (8.0 mg, 19 μmol, 12 equiv)
benzophenone (2.3 mg, 12.5 μmol, 8.0 equiv), ethyl 4-(dimethlyamino)benzoate (16.5 mg, 86
μmol, 48 equiv), A2H’ (19.6 mg, 8.35 μmol, 5.4 equiv), A2D’ (19.7 mg, 8.35 μmol, 5.4 equiv), and
tetrakis(prop-2ynyloxymethyl)methane (2.4 mg, 8.4 μmol, 5.4 equiv) were dissolved in 125 μL
of DMF with some slight heating. Separatley, Cu(OAc) 2•H2O (5.0 mg, 25.1 μmol, 16.0 equiv)
was dissolved in 125 μL of DMF with some heating. The copper acetate solution was then added
to the polymer solution and the gelled mixture was stirred with a spatula until the blue color was
homogenous. The vial was then briefly centrifuged to force all of the material to the bottom. The
vial was then capped and heated to 60 °C for 4 hours. The sample was then irradiated using a
desktop UV lamp at a distance of 25 cm for 8 h. The vial was filled with 10% aqueous ethylene
diamine solution removing the polyMOC network according to the previous section. After the
third wash, the resulting covalent network material was washed three times with DMA. The, 1
mL of 1.5 M KOH was added to the vial and the mixture was stirred for 8 h to degrade the gel
into its strand and junction components. The sample was then neutralized with 1.5 M H 2SO4 and
then analyzed via liquid chromatography-mass spectrometry (LC-MS). The fraction of primary
loops within the covalent network could be readily obtained from the ratios of the mass-labeled
junctions as described elsewhere.1,2
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Supplemental Text.
Section I. Estimation of distance between MOC junctions
The MOC to MOC distance can be estimated by considering the end-to-end distance for a fourarmed PEG of number-average molecular weight = 10 k (e.g., PL). Assuming the arms of PL
behave as two 5 k polymers joined in the middle we can estimate the distance between chain
ends. Then, is we assume that each four-armed star polymer acts as a tetrahedral connector
between different MOCs, we can estimate the distance between the MOCs. The root-mean
square polymer end-to-end distance (R0) can theoretically be calculated by the following
equation:
R0=b N v
Where b is the Kuhn length of the polymer, N is the number of Kuhn segments, and v is an
exponent factor dependent on the solvent (v = 0.5 for theta solvent and v = 0.58 for good
solvent). For polyethylene glycol, b = 0.76, and N can be calculated as follows:
θ
nlcos( )
2
N=
b
Where n is the number of bonds in the chain (the degree of polymerization (DP) multiplied by 3),
l is the average bond length (0.147 nm), and θ = 180° - 109.4° = 70.6°. Linear PEG with numberaverage molecular weight = 5 k would thus have N = 57. Therefore, the PEG chain would have
R0 = 5.6 nm in a theta solvent and R 0 = 7.8 nm in a good solvent. In the tetrahedral orientation
the ends would be 4.5 nm apart in a theta solvent or 6.4 nm apart in a good solvent. Adding this
value to the known diameter of the Cu24L24 cage provide a calculated MOC-to-MOC distance
of 8.9 nm. This value agrees well with the cage-to-cage spacing observed by SAXS (for s-Gel:
MOC-to-MOC distance = 9 nm). We stress that this calculated value is only an estimate. In the
real polyMOCs (e.g., s-Gel and c-Gel), many of the arms of PL are involved in redundant
connections between MOCs (see fig. S3) and some phase separation of MOCs and polymer
strands is expected; these factors will further influence the MOC-to-MOC distance.
Section II. Synthesis and characterization of Cu 24L24 polyMOCs from linear m-BDCterminated polymer (l-Gel).
To determine if m-BDC-based Cu-MOCs could be used to form a polyMOC, linear 4.6 kDa mBDC-terminated polyethylene glycol (PEG) (PLL) (vide supra) was combined in a 1:2 ratio with
Cu(II) acetate in dimethylformamide solvent (5.3% w/w of polymer; 11 mM Cu(II)). Gelation
occurred immediately; annealing for 4 hours at 60 °C provided a translucent deep blue material lGel (fig. S2A). UV-Vis showed the characteristic absorbance maxima at 724 nm (fig. S2B) The
SAXS curve for l-Gel displayed two peaks (fig. S1) corresponding to the average MOC-MOC
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distance and the MOC diameter. Oscillatory rheology was used to characterize the mechanical
properties of l-Gel. In frequency sweep experiments, the gel behaved as an elastic solid (G′ > G′′)
at all frequencies from 0.1 to 100 rad/s with G′ = 5.4 kPa at 10 rad/s (fig. S2C), which is similar
to that observed previously for a Pd 12L24 polyMOC (5.2 kPa @ 5.9 wt % polymer) with
cuboctahedral junctions, suggesting that despite their difference in junction composition both
materials have a similar network topology. Stress relaxation experiments revealed a relaxation
time of 628 ± 9 s (fig. S2D). Fast network dynamics render the material capable of self-healing
(fig. S2E).
Section III. DFT calculations.
DFT calculations were used to study the effect of switching redox states on the structure of Cu
complexes and the thermodynamics of the redox reactions beween the Cu 24L24 MOC,
benzophenone (BP), and coumarin (CM).
All DFT calculations were conducted using the Q-Chem software package 5. Geometry
optimizations were performed at the B3LYP 6/6-31G*7,8 (for C, H, and O) + LANL2DZ 9 (for
Cu) level, while single point energy calculations were performed at the optimized geometries at
the B3LYP/6-31+G* 10 (for C, H, and O) + LANL2DZ (for Cu) level. The solvent effect is
included by using the polarizable continuum model (PCM) with a dielectric constant equal to 37.
This choice of computational methods have been demonstrated to be useful in several previous
studies on similar systems.11–13 We have also verified for some species that the energy reported
below only changes slightly by using a larger basis such as aug-cc-pVTZ. The full Cu 24L24 MOC
is modelled by its smallest unit, Cu2L4’ with L’ = C6H5COO–. This choice of model is a balance of
maintaining an affordable computational cost while retaining the local electronic structure of Cu
as in the full MOC.
To investigate the stability of the paddlewheel structure, we performed geometry optimizations
for all possible oxidation and spin states of Cu and for both Cu 2L4’ and CuL2’. The most stable
structures for each oxidation state, along with their relative energies, are shown in fig. S4. From
the figure one can see that, due to the d 10 configuration of Cu(I) favoring tetrahedral or linear
geometries as opposed to square planar, the ideal paddlewheel structure become unstable even
after the reduction of one Cu(II) [i.e., Cu(II)/Cu(I)]. After reducing both Cu(II) centers, Cu2L4’
turns into an intermediate, three-coordinated structure, which is almost isoenergetic to the two
linear [CuL2’]’s. This linear, bi-coordinated structure of Cu(I) remains stable after further
reduction to Cu(0).
The above calculations also reveal that the reduction of Cu(II) to Cu(I) is energetically downhill
by ~100 kcal/mol, while the further reduction of Cu(I) to Cu(0) is energetically downhill by ~37
kcal/mol. These energy differences are schematically illustrated in fig. S7.
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We now turn to the possible mechanism of the redox reactions between Cu, coumarin (CM), and
benzophenone (BP). In the absence of CM, BP follows the normal pathway where an excitedstate proton-coupled electron transfer 14 (PCET) reduces Cu from II to I and then to 0. In the
presence of CM, previous reports 15,16 suggest the excited BP will be quenched by energy transfer
to CM,
CM(S0) + BP(T1)  CM(T1) + BP(S0),

∆G = –4.94 kcal/mol

where the free energy change comes from our DFT calculations, which verify that the reaction is
indeed thermodynamically favorable. We then computed the energy required to oxidize CM(T1),
CM(T1) – e–  CM+•,

∆G = +89.4 kcal/mol

which suggests that CM(T1) can reduce Cu from II to I (with a downhill energy of ~10 kcal/mol)
but cannot further reduce Cu(I) to Cu(0) (uphill energy of ~50 kcal/mol). Since BP cannot
approach the Cu(II) MOC without coming in contact with CM, we reason that these energetic
differences could rationalize how Cu(I) can selectively be obtained during the initial switching
from Cu(II) to Cu(I). Once the MOC junctions are disassembled, it then becomes possible for BP
to directly reduce Cu(I) further to Cu(0) upon prolonged irradiation.
Section IV. CuAAC reaction catalyzed by c-Gel.

An 8 mm diameter and 1.5 mm thick disc of c-Gel was placed in a glass vial with a septum.
Benzyl azide (18 μL, 0.14 mmol, 4.0 equiv) and tetrakis(prop-2ynyloxymethyl)methane (10 mg,
0.034 mmol, 1 equiv) were dissolved in 100 μL of DMA and added to the vial. The vial was then
purged with N2 for 10 min, placed 25 cm away from a 368 nm UV lamp, and irradiated for 4 h.
After this time, the gel was allowed to oxidize back to Cu(II) via exposure to air. The product
was extracted by soaking the gel in 5 mL of DCM three times for 5 minutes each time. The
washes were combined and extracted once with 10% aqueous ethylene diamine and three times
with water. The organic phase was dried with Na 2SO4 and concentrated in vacuo. The crude
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material was purified using silica gel chromatography (1:3 ethyl acetate to hexanes). 25 mg of a
colorless solid was obtained (85 % yield). 1H NMR (600 MHz, Chloroform-d) δ 7.47 (s, 4H),
7.36 – 7.30 (m, 10H), 7.26 (d, 10H), 5.46 (s, 8H), 4.47 (s, 8H), 3.38 (s, 8H). As a control the
same process was repeated but without UV irradiation; no product was observed.
Section V. Photo patterning Cu(0).
A slab of c-Gel (square, 2.1 cm side, and 0.12 cm thick) containing A 2 and B4 was placed against
the wall of a 20 mL glass vial against the wall. The vial threads were lined with Teflon and
sealed with a cap with a septum. The vial was then purged with N2 for 20 min. After this time,
the cap and the septum were sealed with electrical tape. Care was taken to avoid the introduction
of air as the Cu(0) layer formed was observed to be quite thin and it can be readily oxidized. The
gel was then exposed to the UV lamp at a distance of 25 cm for <4 h (until the sample was
evenly green) to form the covalent PEG network. At this point the sample was removed and a
piece of black electrical tape the same size as the sample was placed on the outside of the
sample. Using a scalpel or another cutting tool of choice, the desired photomask was created.
The rest of the vial was then covered in tape to prevent light from coming from different angles.
The sample was then placed 1 cm away from a high-powered UV LED (the light source is a
single LZ1-10UV00-0000 365 nm LED purchased from Digikey (P/N 1537-1032-ND) fitted
with a FCA15007_G2-ROSE-UV-SS lens from Mouser (P/N 928-15007G2ROSEUVSS). The
LED is powered by Mean Well LRS Series Enclosed Style Switching Power Supply(48V,35W),
controlled by one channel from a MakersDRIVER 2UP PRO, and cooled passively by a generic
CPU heatsink attached to the bottom of the LED via thermal paste.) The sample was irradiated
until the visible sample visually appeared to be evenly converted to metallic copper (~2 h). Some
solvent loss from the gel was observed, likely due to the heat of the lamp. The tape was removed
and the Cu(0) was readily seen deposited onto the gel surface in the pattern of set by the
photomask.
Removal of the polyMOC from this material was performed in the same manner as described
above using a thoroughly degassed solution of ethylene diamine. To measure resistance, the two
probes of a Uni-t UT30F multi meter were placed roughly 1-2 mm apart on the surface of the
material at the 20 MΩ or 2 MΩ setting. In several tested locations on the material where the
patterned Cu(0) was visible, the resistance was ~1000 fold lower than the polymer with no
copper visible. For the sample with polyMOC removed, resistances of 1 to 10 kΩ were found in
the areas of patterned Cu(0) versus 10 to 20 MΩ for the background polymer. In the min-Gel the
resistance of the Cu(0) patterned areas was found to be 0.1 to 1 MΩ versus over the limit of
detection (> 20 MΩ) for the background polymer with no Cu(0) patterned. The deposited copper
layer is thin, so care must be taken to ensure the sample is handled carefully as to not break the
copper layer. Non-zero resistance is thought to be from the discontinuity (i.e., breaks) in the
copper layer, the insulating nature of the polymer backing, as well as the very thin nature of the
Cu(0) layer.
Section VI. 3D printing setup.
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3D printing studies (Figure 5 of main text) were conducted using a modified Anet A8 3D
printer (fig. S16). The extruder carriage was removed and replaced with a 3D printed one
(www.thingiverse.com/thing:2514659) onto which a customized 3D printed syringe pump was
attached. The extruder motor was used to drive the syringe pump. An Air-Tite 14 gauge needle
was cut to 3 cm long, and the tip was smoothed with a stone. The extruder nozzle was removed
from the heating block and the needle was inserted into the heater throat. The Z-Endstop was
moved to the top of the Z axis to accommodate the extra height of the syringe pump. No change
was made to the wiring. The Marlin 1.1 firmware was modified to accommodate for the physical
changes and was uploaded to the printer board (Follow these instructions when flashing
firmware for the first time on the Anet board: www.instructables.com/id/HOW-TO-FIX-ANETBRICKED-BOARD-USING-AN-ARDUINO-UNO/ ; with Marlin running on the board, it can
be re-flashed by connecting to the computer via USB). The Repetier-Host software was used to
control the printer. A Norm-Ject 1mL syringe loaded with the gel was attached on the syringe
pump and 3D printing was achieved by running a hand-written G-code. The gel was extruded at
60 °C at a rate of 0.001 mL/s. This extrusion rate was calculated based on the minimum travel
speed of the 3D printer, which is 0.3mm/s.
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Supplemental Figures

Figure S1. SAXS/WAXS profile for l-Gel.
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Figure S2. (A) Scheme depicting the formation of l-Gel. (B) UV-Vis spectrum of l-Gel (black
line) showing the red-shifted of the λmax to 724 nm compared to the λmax copper acetate at 704 nm
(red line). (C) Frequency sweep rheology curve for l-Gel. (D) Stress-relaxation data for l-gel.
The red line represents a fit to a stretched exponential equation, which provides the characteristic
relaxation time τ. (E) A series of images depicting the self-healing ability of the material. The
material is cut into pieces, placed in a Teflon mold, and secured with binder clips. After 1 h at
room temperature a disc with no visible defects is obtained.
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Figure S3. Simulation snapshots for initial (A) and relaxed (B) topology of model polyMOCs.
Red spheres correspond to Cu24L24 MOCs, blue spheres are the center of the four-arm star
polymer, and black lines correspond to non-redundant polymer strands (i.e., strands that bridge
two different MOCs). From these simulations, it was determined that 37% of PL arms form
connections where 1 arm associates with a particular node (i.e., unique connections).
Furthermore, 30% of PL arms form connections where 2 arms of a given PL molecule associate
with a particular node, 22% of arms form connections where 3 arms of a given PL molecule
associate with a particular node, and 11% of arms form connections where all 4 arms of the PL
molecule associate with a particular node.
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Cu(II)/Cu(II)
singlet
∆G= 0.

Cu(II)/Cu(I)
doublet
∆G= –104.71

Cu(I)/Cu(I)
singlet
∆G= –202.75

Cu(I)
Cu(0)
singlet
doublet
∆G= –203.01
∆G= –276.37
Figure S4. Computationally determined stable structures of Cu 2L4’ (L’ = C6H5COO–) for all
possible oxidation states of Cu (blue: Cu; red: O; brown: C; pink: H). Free energies (∆G) are
reported in kcal/mol relative to Cu(II)/Cu(II). For the last two CuL 2’ structures, energy is
reported as ∆G = 2*G(CuL2’) – G(Cu2L4’).
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Figure S5. s-Gel (i.e., polyMOC lacking coumarin junctions) with 0.5 equiv of benzophenone
added relative to copper was exposed to 368 nm UV light for the times shown. The gel quickly
transitions to the Cu(0) state after only 15 minutes exposure to UV light. These data demonstrate
the need for coumarin-based ligands to enable switching to the Cu(I) state.
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Figure S6. Images of c-Gel (i.e., polyMOC with coumarin junctions) irradiated for various times
with no benzophenone added. The lack of transition to Cu(I) or Cu(0) shows that courmarin
alone cannot mediate the photoreduction.
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Figure S7. Schematic illustration of the free energy change of Cu2L4’ (L’ = C6H5COO–) as a
function of the oxidation states of Cu. The values provided correspond to the energy difference
between the two adjacent states (units: kcal/mol). CM(T1) refers to the first triplet excited state
of coumarin.
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Figure S8. Proposed mechanisms for the photoreduction processes for s-Gel compared to c-Gel
highlighting the importance of the MOC structure to achieve controlled switching between
states. Top: s-Gel is rapidly reduced to Cu(0) in the presence of benzophenone, EDMAB, and
ultraviolet light. Bottom: In c-Gel 3[BP]* is deactivated by coumarin generating 3[coumarin]* and
ground state benzophenone. Subsequently, 3[coumarin]* can reduce Cu(II) to Cu(I), but not Cu(I)
to Cu(0) (see Figure S7). Cu(I) destabilizes the MOC; further reduction of Cu(II) to Cu(I) leads
to MOC disassembly and release of Cu(I) ions. Then, these ions are further reduced to Cu(0) via
traditional benzophenone-mediated photoreduction. Exposure to air regenerates Cu(II) and,
subsequently the MOC re-assemble. This mechanism explains how coumarin enables controlled
switching from Cu(II) to Cu(I) and then Cu(I) to Cu(0) states.
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Figure S9. SAXS/WAXS profiles of min-Gel before and after irradiation (which forms an
interpenetrating covalent PEG network) and re-oxidation. The similar profiles indicate that the
formation of the covalent PEG network does not disrupt the Cu-polyMOC network.
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Figure S10. Frequency sweep rheology of c-Gel in the presence of A2 and B4 and min-Gel
created after irradiation and re-oxidation.
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Figure S11. Removal of the polyMOC component of min-Gel providing the A2 + B4 covalent
PEG network.
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Figure S12. Stress relaxation curve for min-Gel. The data were fitted to the aforementioned
stretched exponential to determine the characteristic relaxation time.
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Figure S13. Compression testing to failure of c-Gel in the presence of A2 and B4 (green), minGel in its reduced state (no polyMOC present, blue; note: given that the experiment is performed
under ambient atmosphere, some fraction of the polyMOCs likely begins to reform during the
analysis), and min-Gel after complete re-oxidation (interpenetrating network, red). The dash lines
correspond to the samples tested at 1% strain / min while the solid lines correspond to 10% strain
/ min. The plot on the left displays nominal stress versus strain while the graph on the right
represents true stress versus deformation factor.
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Figure S14. Top: FTIR spectrum of covalent PEG network formed via photoreduction of c-Gel,
showing the presence of unreacted azide groups. Bottom: Single ion mode LC-MS scan and
mass spectra showing incompletely reacted alkyne junctions following degradation of the
covalent PEG network. The mass spectrum of completely reacted tetrafunctional junctions was
used to quantify the fraction of primary loops within the network.
29
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Figure S15. Stress strain curve comparing two min-Gels with covalent networks comprised of
either PEG20k or PEG2k azide as the A2 monomer. The longer A2 monomer makes the resulting
min-Gel more extensible.
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Figure S16. Image of min-Gels after 30 min of UV irradiation with a UV-LED source. The
presence of Cu(0) is readily observed.
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Figure S17. min-Gel sample which has been irradiated to deposit Cu(0) onto the surface. The
sample was then washed with 2:9:9 ethylene diamine:water:methanol until no more blue color
was observed (~2 h).
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Figure S18. Image of the custom-built 3D printer used to extrude the gels.
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Figure S19. 1H NMR (CDCl3, 600 MHz) spectrum of bis-diethyl 5-hydroxyisophthalate-PEG4.6k.
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Figure S20. 1H NMR (CDCl3, 600 MHz) spectrum of bis-m-BCD-PEG4.6k (PLL).
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Figure S21. 1H NMR (CDCl3, 500 MHz) spectrum of tetra-diethyl 5-hydroxyisophthalatePEG10k.
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Figure S22. 1H NMR (CDCl3, 400 MHz) spectrum of tetra-m-BCD-PEG10k (PL).
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Figure S23. 1H NMR (CDCl3, 600 MHz) spectrum of bis-azide-PEG4.6k (A2).
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Figure S24. 1HNMR (CDCl3, 600 MHz) spectrum of 4,4'-(((2,2-bis(((1-benzyl-1H-1,2,3-triazol4-yl)methoxy)methyl)propane-1,3-diyl)bis(oxy))bis(methylene))bis(1-benzyl-1H-1,2,3-triazole).
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Table S1. Summary of data obtained from uniaxial tensile testing. Young’s moduli were
calculated by measuring the initial slope of the stress-strain curves shown in Fig. 4. Toughness
was calculated via integration of the area under the curve in the stress-strain plot.
Sample
c-Gel +UV
min-Gel -UV
PEG
min-Gel + UV

Young’s
Modulus (kPa)
21.0 ± 0.2
21.81 ± 0.08
6.11 ± 0.04
126.6 ±0. 2

Toughness (Jm-3)
927
664
4525
145197

Extensibility
(mm/mm)
0.29
0.30
1.40
1.73

Ultimate Stress
(kPa)
5.1
3.7
6.2
133.2
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Table S2 Summary of data obtained from compression testing. Young’s moduli were calculated
by measuring the initial slope of the stress strain curves shown in fig. S10.
Sample

c-Gel 1%/min
c-Gel
10%/min
min-Gel red.
1%/min
min-Gel red.
10%/min
min-Gel ox.
1%/min
min-Gel ox.
10%/min

Young’s
Modulus
(kPa)
18.4 ± 0.2
28.5 ± 0.4

Ultimate
Nominal
Stress (kPa)
55
22

133 ± 1

Ultimate
Strain %

Critical True
Stress (kPa)

57.0
36.1

Critical
Deformation
Factor
0.433
0.678

725

77.4

0.274

178.5

107 ± 2

404

57.1

0.434

174.6

180 ± 2

972

75.1

0.305

248.7

301 ± 6

520

55.5

0.510

221.8

23.6
14.5
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